The performance of the ring described here compares favorably with the linear cooling channel used in the second U.S. Neutrino Factory Study[ll. The 6D phase space density of an idealized ring is increased by a factor of 238, compared with the linear channel's factor uCunly 15. The simulations make use of fully realistic magnetic fields, and include absorber and rf cavity windows, and empty lattice cells for injectionlextraction.
INTRODUCTION
In the present US. Neutrino Factory design [2] the muon beam 6 0 phase space volume must be reduced in order to he able to accelerate it and inject into the storage ring pointing to a long distance neutrino detector. Ionization cooling is currently the only feasible option for cooling the beam within the muon lifetime (70 = 2 . 1 9~~) .
If muons alternately pass through a material absorber. and are then reaccelerated, and if there is sufficient focusing at the absorber, then the muon's transverse phase space is reduced, i.e. the muons are cooled in the transverse dimension. A consequence of the transverse cooling is an increase of the longitudinal phase space caused by energy straggling in the material. The consequent momenhlm spread can be reduced if dispersion is i n d u c e d and a wedge absorber placed such that high momentum panicles pass through more material than low momentum particles. However, in this process the beam width is increased. The process is thus p r i mily an exchange of emittance between the longitudinal and transverse dimensions, but when combined with transverse cooling in the material, all three dimensions can be cooled.
The ring design parameters are given in Tb. 1. All cells are strictly identical, and the presence of an integer betatron resonance within the momentum acceptance is eliminated. 
MODELING THE RING
The RFOFO ring was modeled using the ICOOL code [3] . The magnetic field from the tipped solenoids was calculated in an independent code that found the resultant field by summing the fields from a system of current The rfcavities were modeled using c y l i n~c a l pillboxes running in the TMOlO mode. The cavities are located in a dipole field in this design. Since we are accelerating muons, the cavities can be enclosed with metallic end windows in order to produce the maximum electric field onaxis for a given amount of rf power. The rf windows were stepped in thickness radially, in order to provide minimum thickness near the beam axis and still control the temperature increase due to rf heating.
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P + A P -. The mean transverse position of the starting bunch was displaced by -10 mm in z and I8 mm in y to put the reference momentum panicle on a closed orbit.
SIMULATION RESULTS
Three merit factors have been widely used in the discussion of cooling ring performance. The quantity Mfactor, defined by M = x Transmission, is e6 initial) most useful for collider applications. Another figure of merit, which is local in character, is the Q-factor de-
. T h e t h i r d m e r i t f a c t o r , a n d the one most directly useful for neutrino factories, is the muon density into a fixed accelerator acceptance volume.
If N is the number of muons and V is a fixed acceptance volume in phase space, then we define the D-factor at any locations along the ring to he D ( s ) = w.
We first consider the perfo&ce of an idealized ring before the introduction of windows amund the absorbers and rf cavities and before the introduction of empty cells for injectiodextraction. Figure 3 shows the three emittances, transverse, longitudinal and 6D, merit factor M and transmission plotted on a logarithnuc scale versus distance traveled. Table 2 6D emittance has fallen by a factor of 238, with a transmission of 53% (66% without decay). The M-factor is 125.
The same factor for the Study-2 cooling lattice; also without windows, is 15. We next show the idealized ring behavior in terms of the muon density. Figure 4 shows the total muon transmission together with the muon density into two fixed acceptance volumes. These volumes could correspond to the acceptance of a linear accelerator that follows the cooling ring at a neutrino factory. Figure 4 Performance of RFOFO Ring. Transmission and muon density into two fixed acceptance volumes. These results were obtained using a 100" wedge.
The idealized ring increases the muon density into the smaller acceptance volume by a factor of almost 9 in 250 m which corresponds to about 8 turns. The density in the larger acceptance volume increases by about a factor of 6. The introduction of windows around the absorbers or rf cavities introduces new sources of scattering and degrades the cooling performance. In addition a real ring needs space for injectiodexmction. This is treated here by leaving the rf and absorbers out of two of the 12 lattice cells. The empty cells have the same pairs of solenoids however, so the magnetic field periodicity is presewed. Table 3 shows the result of a) adding absorber windows, b) adding rf cavity windows, and c) leaving empty cells in the lattice.
The absorber window used in Study-2 was 360 pm of aluminum. We see that windows of this thickness degrade the performance by ahout 30%. For safety reasons it may he necessaq to use an additional window that increases the total amount of aluminum. On the other hand the use of other materials or optimized window shapes could reduce the amount of material. Another possibility would he to replace the liquid Hz absorber with a solid material. LiH is one possible candidate. although Tb. 3 shows there is a 45% loss of performance with this option.
The rf Be windows degrade the performance by ahout 35%. One possibility to get around this problem is to operate the cavities at liquid nitrogen temperature. The lower operating temperature and the reduced rf gradient of 12 MV/m versus 16 MV/m in Study-2 allow the thick- Introducing empty cells for injectiodextraction reduces the performance by 25%.
Finally, we consider an example that combines all of these effects. We choose liquid Hz as the absorber with Study-2 like windows, assuming we can use this effective amount of aluminum because of improved alloys or window shape. We assume operation at liquid nilrogen temperature and use the thinner Be rf windows and leave empty cells in the lattice for injectiodextraction. This realistic ring model still gives an impressive increase in the muon density of a factor of 4.25
